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MR G  ̙ growth story continues

Source: Internal data. Guidance is provided on ex ESF, ex Pandao and ex DC basis (management accounts, pro-forma and hence demonstrates purely organic growth) 
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ÅAt ~80% internet penetration, Russia holds ~3% share of global unique internet users - 8th largest audience in the 

world and largest in Europe 

ÅDigital ad market is expanding but digital has just surpassed TV in share in 2018, with advertising being our largest 

revenue stream

ÅGames are the largest entertainment market globally, with dominance of mobile. We are top-50 player & have an 

ambition to be top-25. Gaming is our second largest division

ÅWe grew revenues by 22% in 2019 and are well-positioned for continued healthy growth and market share gains

10 year CAGR: ~30%  

Group revenue, RUBbn



MR G  continues  to gain digital ad share

3Advertising revenue, RUBmn
Source: Internal data

ÅMRG has been growing its advertising revenues faster than overall market, having gained >3p.p of 

market share since 2015, including ~23% ad growth in 2019 

ÅWe believe in further shift in advertising budgets from offline to online as well as to social within online, and 

hence see further room for market share gains for MRG from current ~16% of digital market
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AdTech: Latest results across key focus areas (1/2)

Focus area Recent developments Key results

SME clients
Goal: Growth overall SME 

presence and related 

conversion to paying 

customers

Å Ad quick launch & smart control in VK:

īMobile launch of ad campaigns

īTool suggesting target audience and related 

budget

īAutomatic price control based on a budget limit

Å Assistance in campaign planning & analysis:

īPredictor of ad auction results in VK

īTracking efficiency improvement

Å > 1mn of SMEs have a presence on VK

Å > 10% of them use paid promotion products 

(+13% YoY in Dec)

Performance 

products
Goal: Improve efficiency 

and increase usage of 

higher value-added 

products

Å High-yield model launched in VK:

īoCPM model matching campaigns to the 

advertiserôs CPL goal 

Å Targeting mechanics & tools improved in myTarget:

īImproved product recommendations for dynamic 

product ads and updated Look-alike targeting

īFacilitated setup of context targeting campaigns 

by bulk editing of the targeting lists from an 

account interface

Å Growing contribution of high-yield products to the 

total ad revenue in Q4(1): 

ī+1.5x YoY in oCPM revenue share, with CTR 

at least 2x higher than that of other models(2), 

leading to comparable advantage in CPM

ī+1.7x YoY in dynamic remarketing revenue 

share with significant improvement in 

performance (+3x in CTR)

Å +2.2x YoY in context targeting revenue in Q4. 

Product is being developed on the basis of 

search queries on MRG platforms, growing with 

social commerce and classifieds evolution

Source: 1) myTarget and VK statistics; 2) excluding CPV models
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AdTech: Latest results across key focus areas (2/2)

Focus area Recent developments Key results

Ad network
Goal: Monetise ad 

inventory beyond Groupôs 

assets

Å Launch of Ad Exchange on both MRG and network 

platforms

Å Expansion of supported ad formats

Å Comprehensive analysis of revenue for the network 

partners based on the funnel breakdown (User Level 

Data)

Å +1.7ʭ YoY in the ad network revenue in Q4, 

with its share in total ads revenue at 10%+(1)

Å Video network has been outpacing all other 

inventory types by revenue growth

Å # of partners providing ad inventory grew 1.3x 

YoY in Dec

OMNI-channel 

sales
Goal: Strengthen leading 

position in brand 

advertising by offering 

new products with cross-

frequency reach

Å DOOH developments:

īRegional network now covers 10+ Russian cities 

īPartner list expanded with MAER Group supplying 

premium DOOH formats 

Å Indoor advertising market penetration:

īEntered the market in partnership with the Russian 

leading retail company

īLoyalty terminals are placed inside stores aimed to 

maintain communication with reached audience 

across other digital channels, including myTarget

Å Indoor ads campaign reached 350k+ clients 

during the test period, which lasted 42 days in 

30 retail stores

Source: 1) Management accounts
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2006 2009

VK is focused on continuously developing new features to grow its user base, 

support engagement and increase time spent on the platform

VK Launch

2007 2008 2010-11

Audio & Video 

Platforms

Blogging Platform,

News Feed,

Mobile App

Ads Platform,

Games Platform,

International Version

Apps Platform,

Gifts

2012-13

2017

Ad Exchange, 

Communities Platform

2014-15 2016 2018

Stickers, 

Marketplace 

in Communities

Voice & Video Calls,

VK Pay, VK Mini Apps

Platform

VK Music,

Discover Section,

Ads Network

Smart Feed with Ads,

Stories, VK Live,

Money Transfers

VK: the leading communication and entertainment platform 

in Russia and the CIS

Source: Internal data

QR Code Platform,

Mobile App Redesign,

AliExpress Integration,

Advertising Account Redesign

2019
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VK: on track vs. mid-term growth guidance

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2021-22

18.4B

ÅVK revenue grew 4x between 2014 and 2018

ÅOur goal is to further double VK revenue by FY22. We are on track, with >20% in 

revenue growth in 2019, including 27.3% in Q4

ÅRevenue growth is stimulated by increasing 

ad efficiency

Å In 2019 CTR grew 35% for CPC ads

ÅVK added new statistics, improved optimization 

algorithms, introduced ad auction predictions, 

launched QR code-based retargeting, and 

updated ad formats

Å Advertisersô average ticket size grew by 12% 

and the number of advertisers by 17% in 2019

ÅWe see further potential in the growth of the 

number of advertisers as well as ARPU in 2020 

and beyond

Source: Internal data. For 2014, 2015, and 2016, revenue is presented under IAS 18 standard, for 2017 and 2018, under IFRS 15

VK revenue trajectory

4.3B

å37B

>4ʭ
over 4 years

2ʭ
over 3-4 years
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Story Views (bn) Video Views (bn)

Sep-17 Dec-17 Mar-18 Jun-18 Sep-18 Dec-18 Mar-19 Jun-19 Sep-19 Dec-19 Sep-17 Dec-17 Mar-18 Jun-18 Sep-18 Dec-18 Mar-19 Jun-19 Sep-19 Dec-19

ÅEngagement data suggests that our 200 product updates in 2019 have been well-received

ÅWe are actively investing in our Stories and Video products, among others, in 2020 in order to 

continue to grow engagement and time spent

7.5

2.1

>3x
23.1

10.5

>2x

VK is competitive in key content consumption formats

Source: Internal data 8



+45% 
Stories published monthly

+47% 
Live streams posted daily

+15% 
Messages delivered daily 

ÅUser engagement growth boosted total time spent, up 12.5% YoY in 2019 to 36 minutes per day, including 16% growth 

on mobile

ÅVK's most active user category remains the 12ï24 year-olds, who spent on average 68 minutes per day on the social 

network in Dec. However, we are investing resources into making VK equally relevant to all age groups

+27% 
Video/audio calls made monthly

Source: Internal data

VK: user engagement and time spent growth 

continues (Q4, YoY )
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Å VK has been rolling out a new version of its main 

mobile app, completely redesigned and full of new 

features. New version will become available to 

all users in Q1 2020

Å Design and navigation were fully reimagined to 

provide more opportunities for communication and 

self-expression as well as quick access to most 

interesting content

Å With this update, VK seamlessly integrated 

existing sections, placing special emphasis on 

some of them, and prepared the app for the 

addition of new ones

Å Within the last year alone, features such as the 

VK Mini Apps platform, artist overviews, 

podcasts, story archives, new tabs, and more 

were introduced on VK. Now everything has its 

own place

Source: Internal data

Rollout of the new version of the VK mobile app
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The VK Mini Apps platform continues to grow:

V The number of active mini apps increased to > 13,000 in Q4 2019 

V MAU rose 14x to 23mn between January and December 2019, 

with significant room for further increase in penetration

V Average DAU increased 23% from 1.3mn in Q3 to 1.6mn in Q4

Å Mini apps allow users to shop, communicate, order food, look for 

jobs, split the bill and much more all inside the VK ecosystem 

without having to download third-party apps

Å Entertainment and Shopping categories remain the most popular, 

with 15.8mn MAU including >3mn for the AliExpress mini app, 

which offers the full range of products available on the AliExpress 

marketplace, launched in August 2019

Å MRG services Citymobil, Delivery Club, Worki are all 

available as mini apps, with further integrations to come

Å Platform will be scaled beyond VK in 2020

0.1K

4.2K

13.3K

Jan-2019 Jun-2019 Dec-2020

Active Mini Apps

VK Mini Apps: rollout continues

Source: Internal data
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VK Mini Apps 2̙019 MAU dynamics
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VK Pay

Å VK payment service is crucial for driving further 

growth of the Mini Apps platform

QR Codes

Å QR code usage continues to rise, with > 10.1mn 

QR code scans in Q4 vs 300k in Q1 2019

Å Users can scan QR codes to launch mini apps, join 

communities, add friends, get cashback, etc

ìƶlɔȡ ƶƖ ȡl"ŴĜƖô ʗť̃ȡ Ǻ"ʲƌ±ƖȺ ƶíí±ȉĜƖô

Source: Internal data 13



VK communities bring together people who share common interests 

in events, brands, news and creative works. In 2019, we focused on 

giving users and businesses more tools to help them develop their 

communities:

ÅUpdated the design of communities as seen on mobile. The 

community interface looks neater and more informative now, and 

itôs easier than ever for users to find what they are looking for

ÅReleased a new community menu where important articles, mini 

apps and links can be pinned

Å Introduced community managers to new, useful tools through tips 

and recommendations on how to use various community features

Å Added the ability to answer community messages in the main VK 

app for iOS and Android

Å Launched community group chats

All of the above resulted in a 26% YoY growth in active 

communities, including +37% in gaming, +32% in entertainment, 

+31% in music, +24% in sports, +21% in education, with 19% 

growth in the number of business communities

Source: Internal data

VK community network expansion
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Å In 2019, VK actively developed its messaging service. Posts are now 

displayed better in messages. The post sharing screen was updated and it 

became easier to interact with stories and videos. As a result, the number 

of posts sent in messages grew by 32% YoY

Å Voice messages received many updates, including the launch of a new 

voice message player. The number of voice messages sent in Q4 

increased by 20% YoY

Å The mobile app search feature was greatly improved. Now users can find 

others even without the internet

Å Major changes were made to the business platform. The toolkit for 

community-user interaction was expanded. Some of these new features 

include quick action buttons (such as those in chatbots) and interactive 

carousels that allow users to engage with various types of content, such as 

by making purchases

Å Community group chats were launched in Q4, allowing communities to 

create group chats for their followers to use. This improved the synergy 

between the two services and showed good growth in the number of 

messages. The general number of active chats rose 16% YoY

Å Overall, the number of messages delivered rose 15% YoY, and the 

serviceôs DAU in Russia rose 7%

Source: Internal data

ƋɔŴȺĜǺŴ± ±ƖĊ"Ɩl±ƌ±ƖȺȡ ĜƖ ʗť̃ȡ ƌ±ȡȡ"ôĜƖô ȡ±ȉʘĜl±
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